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Figure 1: The UI of the proposed system.

Figure 2: Left: 3D Planning model generation; Right: Selected model

Figure 3: Left: Above-ground city; Right: Underground pipelines data

\textbf{Abstract}

This paper shows the WEBVRGIS platform overlaying multiple types of data about Shenzhen over a 3d globe. The amount of information that can be visualized with this platform is overwhelming, and the GIS-based navigational scheme allows to have great flexibility to access the different available data sources. For example, visualising historical and forecasted passenger volume at stations could be very helpful when overlaid with other social data.

\textbf{Index Terms:} 1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality

Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in creating Virtual Reality Geographical Information System (VRGIS), which can obtain the landscape geospacial data dynamically and perform rich visual 3D analysis, calculations, managements based on Geographical Information System (GIS) data. The web version of VRGIS is so-called WebVRGIS. A parallel trend, the utilize of bigdata is becoming a hot research topic rapidly recently. GIS data has several characteristics, such as large scale, diverse predictable and real-time, which falls in the range of definition of Big Data [2]. Besides, to improve the accuracy of modeling, the city planning has an increasingly high demand for the realistic display of VR system, however this will inevitably lead to the growth of the volume of data. Virtual scene from a single building to the city scale is also resulting in the increased amount of data. In addition, beside spatial system integration, new user interfaces for geo-databases is also expected [1]. Therefore, the management and development of city big data using virtual reality technology is a promising and inspiring approach. As a practical tool, most commonly used functions of VRGIS are improved according to practical needs [3]. In our platform, all the presented functions are extracted from the practical customer needs. Some early related systems from both academy and industry have inspired our work [11][9].

1 System

In this paper, we utilize 3D Shenzhen as a convincing case to present WebVRGIS [6], which is based on WebVR engine [8].

Shenzhen is a new city, however, it has the highest population density in China. It causes some embarrassments to the city information management. As shown in figure 1, the presented platform can assistant the social service agencies to make full use of Virtual Reality and database technology to improve the comprehensive level of the city’s service management. To achieve shares of information resources of all departments and the dynamic tracking for the population and companies, geospatial information by constructing an integrated information platform of social services which are the area of coverage, street, four levels of administrative network.

The 3D visualization of city building is to take inventory and display various types of object data management and resource data within the community area which is so-called virtual community [4], and thus help the social service agencies to grasp the work base by the supporting of holographic foundation library, such as population and companies, houses, events and urban component and other factors. Based on RIA technology [12], it can achieve holographic data query for every household of the specific community respectively by building 3D virtual house and associate it with relevant data.

The geographic statistical analysis is to assist management decision-making and conduct data analysis. It can provide decision support for social service agencies by the supporting of management, services, themes library of the work and the library of task extension, as well as holographic foundation library such as population and companies, houses, events, urban component. It can construct various application scenarios query mode based on the jurisdiction area, and community or the range of grid query statis-
tics. To provide a presentation way of table and graphicssuch as charts of pie, line, areascatter, bubble, radar, histogram and normal distribution geographic bitmap(map dotted) or thermodynamic, as shown in figure 5.

2 Graphic User Interface

With a 3D earth model as the browser, this system is loaded with all 3D model data and the 3D visualization analysis result. By zooming in the camera horizon, it is possible to see the detailed level of buildings. By selecting the house inquiry, it is possible to find out the information of the address and owner, and to locate the house in the 3D scene. 3D roaming function can not only conduct soaring top view observation above the community, but can also observe the detailed layout near the street, and further enter the building to observe the internal building structure. In addition to the observation of above-ground model, it can also observe and manage the underground data under the city ground, as shown in figure 3.

On the website part, the top view-based position observation is conducted through a 2D hawk eye map on the left. The tool bar on the top of the earth browser contains 3D GIS analysis function and urban data management, analysis and visualization. The tree-view management control on the upper left contains various layers in the earth browser. By clicking the tree view management control on the left, it is possible to display the 3D model of each building and each room respectively.

Community analysis function can have a comprehensive observation to the 3D model of a community and analyze and display various data, including population age composition, education background composition, nationality composition, community marriage status and employment status. This platform can manage the urban traffic and real-time road condition. It can visualize the road condition in the form of line and plane. In addition to real-time data, it can also load the historical data.

3 Implementation

The 3D rendering layer of the platform is based on our WebVRGIS engine which is developed by C++. OpenGL and wrapped into ActiveX plugin [6]. The city bigdata contains the land and ocean [10] [7], the above-ground and underground, outdoor and indoor, building and people, real-time and history as well as the forecast. In order to solve the issue of massive 3D geo-database dynamic updating, an effective Spatiotemporal database model (SDM) based on event, semantics, and state is employed in the system. Spatiotemporal visualization has a natural advantage of unveiling overall tendencies and movement patterns [13].

4 Conclusion

The 3D Shenzhen case proves 3D city visualization and analysis platform is a useful tool for the social service agencies and citizens for browsing and analyzing city big data directly, and is agreed upon as being immediately useful. Some novel interaction approaches are considered to integrate in our future work [5].
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